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Introduction

Rationale for the Resource Pack
This WebPA Resource Pack has been designed to support those considering the adoption of WebPA. WebPA is an online automated tool that facilitates the peer moderated marking of group work. It captures the various deliverables generated from the JISC funded project (see the section on history on page 4) in a usable guide and also helps to inform the implementation and embedding of the tool within a department and, ultimately, across an institution. All the experience and guidance within the pack is based on lessons learnt by the adopters of the WebPA tool and the project team.

Who should read this pack
The pack is aimed at a range of people who may be involved in the consideration and adoption of an e-learning tool. You should read this pack if you want:

• an overview of what WebPA is and does
• to know where and how to get started with WebPA
• to understand your possible role in relation to WebPA
• access to other resources that promote the pedagogical benefits of self and peer assessment for the moderation of group work by students.

How to use this pack
Each of the sections is targeted at a different user group. Dip in and out of the sections as required or point colleagues to relevant sections and give them the handouts at the end of the pack.
Background

What is WebPA?
WebPA is an online automated tool that facilitates peer moderated marking of group work. Students carry out a group task set by the academic tutor and follow this by an assessment on the performance of the group. A ‘weighting factor’ is generated for each individual group member which is derived from each student’s input against defined criteria. Based on the total mark given to the group task, assessed and allocated by the academic tutor in the usual way, the weighting factor is then used to moderate marks providing an individual mark for each student.

The tool is convenient and flexible, lending itself to any type of university group assignment in any discipline. Academic tutors can determine the size of the groups, the overall number of groups for the task, the assessment criteria, when and how the assessment is delivered and a whole host of other flexible parameters.

The WebPA tool was made available as an open source application in 2007 and is based on sound pedagogical research. Academic tutors at Loughborough University have been researching the use of the tool in teaching over the past ten years. As the tool has been widely adopted, other academic tutors are now carrying out research in their own discipline areas, demonstrating both the appeal and the versatility of WebPA.

Why use WebPA?
Contemporary pedagogy has heavily promoted the benefits of student-centred team work. However, the allocation of fair and equitable marks still remains a major problem. Students express strong disquiet about receiving an overall group mark and wish to be assigned individual marks that reflect their personal effort and ability. This is where the WebPA tool can help ensure that students view the assessment process more positively.

History of WebPA
The WebPA tool has been developed over a number of phases and was originally adapted from a paper-based system into a complex Microsoft Excel spreadsheet in 1998. As the internet became more widely used the tool was rewritten to work as a simple web-based system.

“This fair method allowed us to identify each other’s strengths and weaknesses, meaning that we worked better in subsequent group activities. The feedback I received has been invaluable to my personal development.” Luke Field, Third year undergraduate student, Loughborough University

Figure 1. Spread of WebPA across the Loughborough Campus
Later it was found that the tool used a similar methodology to that outlined in Goldfinch and Raeside (1990), utilising the same basic principles.

In 2006 the WebPA project was set up in partnership with the University of Hull and the Engineering and Physical Sciences Higher Education Academy Subject Centres. Funding was received from the JISC e-Learning Capital Programme. This allowed the consortium to make the tool available as an open source application in mid 2007, incorporating new features and processes and widening its use to other UK higher education institutions (HEIs). By 2009, the users of the WebPA tool had formed a community of approximately 17 HEIs, including colleagues in Australian universities. This community of users is continuing to grow and provide support to new adopters of the WebPA tool.

In 2008, WebPA was awarded a IMS Learning Impact Award, recognising the use of technology to improve learning. WebPA was the only UK project among the twenty-three shortlisted finalists.

In addition to receiving an award, the WebPA tool was named ‘Best Assessment Support’ for the ‘best in category’ awards.

“WebPA is simple to use and affords me a unique insight into the operation of my groups. It eliminated the bickering that my old ‘paper’ method used to promote - and the students like it” Professor Rob Parkin, Head of the Wolfson School of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering, Loughborough University

Figure 2. History of the WebPA tool
Introduction
WebPA supports academic tutors by alleviating the problems traditionally associated with the assessment of group work, often replacing an existing paper based method and saving time. WebPA is an award winning peer assessment tool that helps support group work activities for formative or summative assessment.

This section of the WebPA Resource Pack will help an academic tutor to make an informed decision on whether WebPA is the appropriate tool for their use and how to proceed.

Group work
This Resource Pack assumes that you already use, or have made the decision to use, group work in your teaching. However, if you wish to know more about the benefits of using group work, then a good introduction is 'supplementary information about self and peer assessment' available from http://www.webpa.ac.uk/?q=node/107.

In addition to published research on WebPA itself, a literature review of research on the use of peer assessment in teaching and the assessment of group work was carried out to inform the development of WebPA. This included an examination and comparison of other available tools for the peer assessment of group work http://www.webpa.ac.uk/?q=node/288.
Why WebPA is the right tool for the assessment of group work

WebPA specifically addresses and solves the most common issues facing academic tutors with regard to the assessment of group work:

• you need a tool to help with assessment which will save time and reduce errors
• you wish to reduce student complaints that the assessment is unfair
• you would like to give students individual marks for a group project but cannot assess what they have done in non-contact time
• you want to assess the process as well as the product of the group work.

How WebPA works

In essence, WebPA will allow you to create and manage an assessment for group work where students peer moderate the marks. WebPA is non-prescriptive and allows you to define the marking criteria and the proportion of the overall group grade that can be moderated. The key tutor output is that student grades are generated in usable reports which will not only save time but also help to make group work fairer, along with the assurance that the tool is based on sound pedagogical research. If you wish to read more, then published research is listed in Section 4 (Publications). One of the key published papers to read is ‘The development and evolution of an online peer-moderated-marking tool: WebPA’ (Loddington, S., Pond, K., Wilkinson, N. and Willmot, P., 2009, British Journal of Learning Technology).

There is a demonstration version of WebPA where you can log in as both an academic tutor and a student to try out the system and explore the features: http://webpaos.lboro.ac.uk/

What are the benefits of using WebPA?

The following is a summary of the benefits that have been identified through evaluation as having the most impact. A more detailed overview is given in the WebPA effective practice guide http://www.webpa.ac.uk/?q=node/578.

For students:

• it is a confidential and secure way of assessing individuals within group work activities
• they are involved in the assessment process, reflecting on their own and their peers’ performance
• they receive timely and balanced feedback on their assessment through the peer assessment tool
• it positively impacts on individual performance and team dynamics, enriching the overall learning experience
• they find it to be a fairer way of assessing their work and complaints are largely reduced.

Section 1: Information for Academic Tutors

For an academic tutor:

- it is sophisticated, yet quick and easy to set up. It can be used in formative or summative assessment saving time and reducing workload
- there is flexibility to create your own assessment criteria, scoring ranges and groups to suit the way you teach - in any subject discipline
- it helps them to develop a picture of what happens within groups and to assess hard-to-measure outcomes such as group working and leadership
- it provides students with alternative forms of feedback within their assessment
- the generation of individual student marks is automated using a pedagogically sound methodology
- WebPA has been successfully used and evaluated for more than 10 years, giving confidence and access to a community of users.

For departments and institutions:

- students respond positively to the use of WebPA and anecdotal evidence shows that students request its use where assessment practices are considered unfair
- WebPA has the potential to improve results relating to feedback on national student surveys
- the tool can be offered as a service, centralising the recording of group assessment scores
- WebPA can contribute to the institutional quality assurance policy
- the tool can impact on assessment policy.

Common concerns before starting to use WebPA

Reliability of WebPA

The team behind WebPA have invested time and energy into ensuring that the tool will not let you down. The reputation of WebPA in the academic community is important. Bug fixes are available from the download page.

As WebPA is an open source tool there is an active community which is ready and able to answer any questions relating to its installation and use. It is hoped that you in turn will be able to help new users.

The following case studies are included with this pack:

1: Aeronautical and Automotive Engineering
2: Biology, Chemistry and Forensic Science
3: Civil and Building Engineering

How do others use WebPA?

A number of case studies are available, covering a wide range of disciplines and institutions [http://www.webpa.ac.uk/?q=case_studies](http://www.webpa.ac.uk/?q=case_studies).

The case studies provide the reasons and drivers behind why the tutor adopted WebPA, the effects it has subsequently had on their teaching and the students’ attitude, behaviour and engagement with the process.

The literature review is very useful - particularly the table of references

Dr Anthea Connolly, Faculty Assessment and Feedback Project Officer, University of Leeds
Because WebPA is open source, this means that you have all the source code for the tool. You can therefore make direct modifications and enhancements to the tool or find a developer with the correct skills to help you.

**Validity of assessments conducted through WebPA**
Concerns have been raised in the past about the validity of the end marks in comparison with those given if the academic tutor alone was marking the group work product. Evidence provided by Willmot and Crawford (2005) shows that this type of marking is fair and comparable to that of other practices.

As with other assessment practices, the acceptance of the process by the QAA is important. According to the QAA section of the ‘Code of Practice on Assessment’ (regarding self and peer assessment) the processes used in validity, reliability and explicitness have to be addressed in order to show that the practice is credible. Academics using WebPA at Loughborough University are confident that they are able to address all three points.

**Getting students to value the method of assessment**
As with many innovative practices it can be difficult to get the students to value the method of assessment. As the academic tutor, you will need to address the reasons for using this type of assessment with the students, as well as the benefits they will gain from the practice. Additionally, you will need to address any concerns that they have about the assessment practice.

**Will groups collude in awarding marks?**
It is normal to be concerned that a group will collude and award the same marks for all of the members. The answer to your concern lies in how you perceive this behaviour. If you believe that there is no problem in the group and that good group work has been demonstrated then there is no collusion. Conversely, if you feel that other influences have been in play then you will need to address the group and investigate further – WebPA cannot determine this itself and so the academic tutor must look for anomalies in results or student feedback and address issues as they arise.

**What about unfair marking?**
Over the years of use there have been a few cases where unwarranted marking down of an individual has been seen within a group. Another similar issue is when a student marks himself incredibly well compared to other members of the team. In both cases, it is normally seen that the rest of the group have been more realistic and the final mark is adjusted appropriately (moderated) as a result. The way WebPA calculates the marks greatly reduces this risk and you as the academic tutor can always overrule or further investigate any occasional cases where you think marking down has occurred.

Although occasional accusations of bullying via WebPA have been made, none have been found to be true when examined. An example of such an accusation came from ‘Student A’ who had overheard a conversation where a team mate said that he was going to use WebPA to mark ‘Student A’ down and was encouraging others to do the same. When the
tutor examined the input by all the team members this bullying had not occurred and ‘Student A’ actually did quite well. Although the discussion had occurred between the team mates, the confidential input of the scores for the assessment made it easier for individuals in the team to enter their own opinions. The anonymity experienced by the students is key and has been examined in Pond, Coates, and Palermo (2007).

‘Gaming’ of WebPA
There is always the risk of students trying to ‘game’ or play WebPA. There will always be students who wish to use WebPA to their advantage and work out how to gain higher marks. Two main factors contribute to student behaviour: team familiarity and year of study (final year students are more concerned with marks than first year undergraduates). However, the risks of students ‘gaming’ WebPA are no greater than when a manual system is used for peer moderation.

WebPA can assist in the prevention of the tool being ‘gamed’ as the academic tutor has the power to moderate and change the marks that are influenced. As with collusion, it is the responsibility of the academic tutor to identify and address any irregularities in the students’ input and final grades provided by WebPA.

Integrating WebPA with institutional systems
WebPA can initially work as a stand-alone tool. This enables you to get a pilot up and running quickly. However, in the long term it is likely that you will want to integrate WebPA with institutional systems.

In order to move towards integration with the Student Information System (SIS) at your institution you will probably need to involve learning and teaching support services and institutional IT services. WebPA does not support any particular SIS and it will be up to your institution to decide how the integration will occur. Integration has successfully been achieved with a number of different SISs and it may be helpful to post to the JISCmail list to see what has happened at other institutions.

Similarly, WebPA will not automatically integrate with Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs). Again, this would require some local development. For example, Coventry University have developed a module that allows limited integration with Blackboard Vista (which is now available for everyone on the WebPA SourceForge area). Work is ongoing to provide integration with other VLEs.

How do I convince my department/institution to let me use WebPA?
The experiences of other adopters of WebPA show that you will need to engage a number of different groups at your institution (management, IT, learning and teaching support etc – both at departmental and institutional level), in order to get WebPA up and running. This may be fairly straightforward, particularly if you can demonstrate that you can already align the intended learning outcomes of the module which contains group work with WebPA. Make use of the briefing papers, sections written for other groups and case studies within this Resource Pack to help you engage others.
Cost
There is no cost in obtaining the software or the support supplied by the community. However, there may be costs associated with using the time of technical or other support staff or purchase of a server if this is required.

How do I get WebPA installed?
WebPA can be downloaded free of charge from the SourceForge site http://sourceforge.net/projects/webpa/. Unless you are confident in progressing with the installation of the tool yourself, it is recommended that you approach a learning technologist to assist you. They will be able to help you identify where and how the tool can be installed. They may want to read the relevant briefing paper and/or Section 3 (Information for IT support).

Starting with a pilot
Testimonies of those who have adopted and embedded WebPA show that a pilot has been extremely beneficial. It allows potential users to demonstrate that WebPA addresses the assessment needs of the module and is accepted by the students. In all cases, where the pilot has been successful, this has led to the wider adoption of WebPA.

For a successful pilot it is important that you allow a long enough lead-in time. Assuming that you want to be using WebPA in the first semester of an academic year, it may be that you and your support team install the WebPA tool onto local servers up to six months in advance. This allows for sufficient time for your support team to install WebPA and for you to familiarise yourself with the tool before you use it with students. Of course, this is just a guide - some adopters of the tool have managed to get an installation and pilot running within one semester.

Once the pilot has run it should be formally evaluated to see if goals were met and if there were any additional, unexpected benefits. If the pilot is successful, then changes to module specifications will probably be necessary to fully embed WebPA.

Achieving wider use of WebPA within my institution
One of the hardest parts after a successful pilot is convincing more academic tutors to use WebPA and the institution to install and support it centrally. Depending on your original motivations for adopting WebPA in your teaching, you may wish to consider becoming a ‘champion’ within your institution. The role of ‘champion’ may entail nothing more than being prepared to share your experiences and extolling the benefits to others. At the University of Hull, Gordon and Chin et al presented at the University’s annual Learning and...
Teaching Conference, giving a paper entitled ‘Encouraging team skills through enhancing engagement: the use of peer and self assessment in group work’ (2009). Other academic tutors wishing to use WebPA have subsequently approached the team for support and access to the tool. Such an approach could attract internal grant and award funding. Alternatively, learning and teaching support staff within your institution may be happy to take on this role for you.

**Getting support**

Join the community of users to get further support – see the related briefing sheet. The Higher Education Academy Engineering and Physical Sciences Subject Centres will also provide a limited amount of support and advice. A special interest group (SIG) of users and developers provides another route for information and support. [http://webpa.ac.uk/?q=node/487](http://webpa.ac.uk/?q=node/487).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Task Name</strong></th>
<th><strong>Task Description</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Identification</strong></td>
<td>Identify all the people necessary to run a pilot – academics, technical and support staff. Meet and engage with those involved, ensure everyone is comfortable with what is involved from both an academic and technical perspective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Preparation</strong></td>
<td>Agree contacts for both technical queries and academic enquiries. Check that everyone is clear about what is to happen when and has any necessary instructions and is aware of bug tracking etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Implementation</strong></td>
<td>Download and install WebPA. Provide user training for academics/support staff as necessary. Run pilot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evaluation</strong></td>
<td>Meet with both the academic and technical contacts to discuss how the pilot went. Report on any issues that have arisen and agree a way forward.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Section 2
Information for Learning Technologists and Educational Developers

Introduction
This section of the WebPA Resource Pack is aimed at learning technologists or educational developers who are managing/supporting/involved in the installation and pilot of WebPA. It also provides some guidance on the support required for embedding WebPA into the department/institution.

Is WebPA the right tool?
WebPA is an award winning peer assessment tool that helps support group work activities for formative or summative assessment. WebPA supports academic tutors by alleviating the problems traditionally associated with the assessment of group work, often replacing an existing paper-based method and saving time.

WebPA is suitable for use by any academic who uses group work in their teaching as it helps academics undertake peer moderated marking of group work. It is usually used to reduce some common problems associated with group work and also helps academics to allocate individual marks for a single product resulting from group work.

It could be that your institution has decided to introduce more group work into the curriculum and in this case WebPA can often be a good tool to support academics in this process.
Section 2: Information for Learning Technologists and Educational Developers

Relevant references
If you would like to find out more about the issues associated with group work see http://webpa.ac.uk/?q=node/107.

More detail on how WebPA can alleviate these issues is given in Section 1, also see the effective practice guide http://webpa.ac.uk/?q=node/578.

Try a demonstration version of WebPA to explore the features at http://webpaos.lboro.ac.uk.

How does WebPA fit within institutional policy?
The fit of WebPA with your institution’s policy is dependent on that policy and its wording. You will need to identify the appropriate policy/policies for your institution. These may include:

- learning and teaching
- assessment
- group work
- e-learning.

It may also be prudent to consider departmental procedures and guidelines and drawing together all this information regarding policy to provide a basic FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) which can be used with all the relevant stakeholders.

What evidence is there that the tool is effective?
WebPA has been developed over a number of years and is based on sound pedagogical research that has been undertaken by those using and supporting the use of the tool. Due to the continued research, findings have been reported regularly and cover topics such as the validity of the peer marking process, the acceptability of the tool with both academic tutors and students and the evolution of the tool.

One of the key published papers to read is “The development and evolution of an online peer-moderated-marking tool: WebPA” (Loddington, S., Pond, K., Wilkinson, N. and Willmot, P., 2009).

See Section 4 (Publications) for other published journal and conference papers that relate to the publication of the research findings.
How do I convince academics and senior managers to use WebPA?

**Working with academic tutors**

You may have to convince a colleague to adopt the tool as a trial. In this case you will need to champion the tool and possibly approach a number of academic tutors. It is easier to begin with tutors that you know are currently using a paper based system to allocate individual marks for group work.

You will need to begin a dialogue covering the benefits of the tool. In addition, you may have to challenge well-established beliefs, for example: who should assess the student work? Generally, once you explain the benefits to both the students and the academic tutors, the tutors can see the need for such a tool and are more willing to participate in a trial. It may be that you will need to agree that the marks will not be used to moderate the final group grade until the tutor is comfortable that the outputs are reliable and realistic for individual students.

Within this pack you will find a briefing paper in the back cover wallet, specifically written to target the academic tutor which is useful when introducing the tool to them. Once you have the academic tutor on board for the pilot you may want to point them to Section 1 (Information for academic tutors). They may also find the enclosed case studies helpful.

**Attracting more academic tutors**

Attracting more academic tutors in the future will be easier once you have completed a successful pilot and have a champion who is able to share his experiences and expound the benefits that he has found.

**Working with senior managers**

Gaining support from senior managers is always beneficial when introducing a new tool. How you gain this support will really depend on the senior managers and their associated roles and interests. In order to assist you in presenting your case you may want to show them the relevant briefing paper located in the back cover of this pack. In addition, you may also need to keep them informed of the progress of any pilot that takes place and of any final outcomes.

**Getting WebPA installed**

WebPA can be downloaded from [http://sourceforge.net/projects/webpa/](http://sourceforge.net/projects/webpa/).

If you have the right IT skills and access to an appropriate server then you can install WebPA yourself. You will need to read section 3 for IT support and the documentation for installation [http://webpa.ac.uk/?q=node/30](http://webpa.ac.uk/?q=node/30).

Alternatively, you will need to work with your departmental/central IT support. For a pilot, it should be possible to work with IT support to find space to host the tool on a shared server. There is a briefing note [located in the back cover of this pack](#) to support you with this.

---

“While the University does not wish to discourage tutors from using their own self and/or peer assessment approaches which are tailored to the needs of specific modules, it would also encourage departments to consider the use of WebPA.” University Policy Statement on Group Working – Minimum Requirements, Derek Blease, October 2006, Loughborough University
WebPA was initially released as an open source application in 2007. There is no charge for you to download, install and use the tool. The downloader is granted a licence to use the application and you can find out more about this type of open source licence (version 3 of the GNU General Public Licence, used in around 60% of open source projects) at http://www.oss-watch.ac.uk/resources/licencefinder.xml.

Other common concerns about using open source software such as security and scalability are covered in more detail in Section 3.

Getting a pilot up and running
As a learning technologist or educational developer, it is hard to predict your role in the piloting of the WebPA tool. Some academic tutors wish to manage the whole pilot themselves, others might like you to organise everything and simply provide them with access.

The experience of adopters to date is that it is easier to begin with a departmental pilot – only one adopter has successfully begun with an institutional approach. In an ideal world, for a departmental pilot, installation can be achieved in just a few weeks – from the start to making the tool available to academics and students. Realistically, you should expect timescales to be much longer as other factors may also influence how long it will take to get a pilot up and running. These can include:

- resourcing – the availability of people to install the tool, support its use and the practicalities of having a server available
- timing – the current point in the academic year and the point at which the academic tutor would like to use the tool.

This is covered in more detail in Section 1.

Cost
There is no cost to obtaining the software or the support supplied by the community. However, there may be costs associated with using the time of technical or other support staff in your university, or the purchase of a server if this is required. Cost implications are covered in more detail in Section 3.

Wider adoption
After the pilot has been evaluated and is seen to be a success, then you will need to decide on the next action to take. The role of learning technologists and education developers often involves working towards wider institutional adoption. Below are some of the things that you might need to get involved in:

- IT implications – installation on central servers, investing time and effort into providing integration with the university’s other systems such as student and staff information etc.
- working to change module specifications if necessary
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• encouraging your pilot academic tutors to present or write up their work, talk about their use of WebPA, apply for any local teaching awards and so on

• talking to other learning technologists and educational developers, including any central units, to help promote the tool and help identify other potential users

• making presentations or reports to any institutional e-learning committees etc.

Institutional adoption has been documented at two institutions. At the first (founding) institution the tool originated in one engineering department and spread, by a number of methods, into departments across the university. Use has increased from 7 academic tutors in 2005, to 57 academic tutors assessing over 7,500 students in 2009. At the second institution, WebPA has only been installed for 18 months and so the growth is smaller as yet, but it can also be seen to be increasing, see Figure 1.

Gettng support

Join the community of users to get further support – see the related briefing sheet. The Higher Education Academy Engineering and Physical Sciences Subject Centres will also provide a limited amount of support and advice. A special interest group (SIG) of users and developers provides another route for information and support. http://webpa.ac.uk/?q=node/487.

Figure 1. The progress of institutional adoption
Section 3

Information for IT Support

Introduction
This section supports someone involved in the installation of WebPA. It has been tailored to those with an intermediate level of IT knowledge. The section is confined to information relevant to the installation, if you want to know more about why your department or institution may have decided to use WebPA, or to find out about the purpose or history of WebPA, you may need to read other sections as well.

Your role in the adoption of WebPA in your institution
It is assumed that you have either been asked to install WebPA on behalf of an academic tutor or you are embarking on the installation process yourself. Most installations begin by piloting with a limited number of academic tutors and a set of small cohorts. Depending on the size of the team behind the installation, you may also be asked to administer WebPA which involves changing optional settings.

As you are likely to be the key contact for technical and maintenance issues we highly recommend that you join the JISCmail list http://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/lists/webpa.html, where any new releases, patches and other relevant information are posted. This will enable you to stay informed about the latest developments that may affect your installation of the WebPA tool and to install bug fixes quickly. More information about joining the community of developers and users can be found at the back of this pack.

FAQs related to the installation of WebPA

Downloading WebPA
WebPA can be downloaded from SourceForge and installed on any suitable server. Installation on a shared departmental server for a small pilot is a good starting point. For more information about the installation see the documentation at http://www.webpa.ac.uk/?q=node/30.
WebPA is open source – what does that mean?

WebPA was initially released as an open source application in 2007. There is no charge for you to download, install and use the tool. However, there is a cost of ownership (see Cost Implications). There are also licence conditions to be adhered to (see Figure 2).

WebPA has been made available under version 3 of the GNU General Public Licence (GNU GPL) http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html. The GNU GPL is used in around 60% of open source projects and grants the downloader a licence to use the application. There are other elements to the licence that allow for distribution, modification and other such actions. You can find out more about this type of open source licence at http://www.oss-watch.ac.uk/resources/licencefinder.xml.

WebPA has been proven to be enterprise-ready in the institutional roll out of the tool at both Loughborough University and the University of Hull. On average at Loughborough University, over 50 academic tutorial assess 8,000 individual group members using WebPA annually. In comparison, the University of Hull currently assesses an average of 500 individual group members a year.

I’m concerned that WebPA isn’t enterprise-ready

One of the most common concerns relating to open source software is that the system won’t be enterprise-ready. Traditionally systems are considered enterprise-ready when they can be considered to be reliable; don’t need specialists to install and support the tool; fit with the established security models; can be administered locally without the need for more specialists; and use a standard database.

Figure 1. Institution specific corporate layout

Figure 2. Licence terms and conditions

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

“This license” refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

“Copyright” also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

“The Program” refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this license. Each licence is addressed as “you”. “Licensors” and “recipients” may be individuals or organizations.

To “modify” a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a “modified version” of the earlier work or a work “based on” the earlier work.

A “covered work” means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

How is the security of the tool addressed?
Due to the number of adopters choosing to use WebPA, the security of the system has been, and is being, continually addressed through fixes provided by the community. Due to the nature of open source development, future security issues need to be raised with the community so that they can be dealt with in a timely and appropriate manner. There are ways to help keep WebPA a secure tool – to find out more read the briefing paper on joining a community of developers and getting support.

Integration with institutional systems
The WebPA system can be linked to other institutional systems as required. As you have access to the system’s underlying code (written in PHP and MySQL) you can ensure integration with the Student Information Systems (SIS) for your institution and perform testing on the system before piloting with academic tutors and students. Community members have contributed to the development of a seamless login module for use with the Blackboard Vista VLE http://webpa.svn.sourceforge.net/viewvc/webpa/branches/bb_powerlink/.

What about WebPA’s scalability?
WebPA can be used by one academic tutor with a small cohort or with a number of academic tutors and their associated cohorts. Figure 4 shows the increase in usage at Loughborough University over a four year period. The largest single cohort of students to carry out an assessment so far has been 290. In contrast, at the University of Wales, Newport there is currently just one academic tutor with 30 students.

How can I future-proof WebPA?
Ensuring that WebPA is future-proof is another common concern. However, by adopting a system that is open source, you have a copy of the underlying source code. This enables you to customise and update the tool to suit your institutional needs. Within the community there are other institutions who have adopted WebPA and are making changes which are subsequently being released back to the community through SourceForge. Through this collaborative approach you and your university will benefit from these new features and security updates as the tool is continually developed and maintained.
Thinking ahead
Experience has shown that nearly all WebPA pilots have been successful and quickly expanded to many users, often beyond the initial department. If possible, plan for future growth and usage from the outset. For example, the University of Hull has WebPA centrally hosted on its own server.

Tailoring WebPA for my institution
WebPA has several, easily configurable settings that you can change to get up and running quickly. For example, you can configure the tool to change the 'help' email address http://www.webpa.ac.uk/?q=node/211.

More detailed configuration is optional when putting the tool into practice, including automatic emailing and the provision of feedback structures, which will need to be defined by the academic tutor or learning technologist/educational developer.

Another common area is changing the look and feel of the tool to better fit your department or institutional scheme (See Figure 5). Documentation on changing the look and feel is available from http://www.webpa.ac.uk/?q=node/311.

Cost implications
When considering the cost implications of the WebPA tool, there are a number of factors which need to be taken into account. One of the main areas for consideration will be the total cost of ownership (TCO) in implementing and running WebPA. This TCO will be dependant on your institution and the decisions made by the team implementing WebPA.

The TCO depends upon a number of varying factors beyond the implementation phase and the systems architecture. For instance, if the implementation is on proprietary web servers (e.g. a Microsoft 2K server) then costs may be incurred. Consideration is required as to whether the cost is direct, through the requirement of the server for WebPA alone, or if it is indirectly incurred, through a server being available for the installation of the tool. Still, there are other, longer term costs that need to be factored in. These long term costs include the support of the tool, training, and maintenance beyond any pilot.
Initial implementation may be cost-free if a server is available for the piloting of tools within the institution. It is then at the next stage, as the piloting ends and embedding takes place, when costs are more likely to become evident. This should not dissuade you from supporting an installation but rather ensure that you are fully informed when the time comes to move on from a pilot, particularly as open source is seen as being ‘free’.

![Figure 6. Total cost of ownership factors](image)
Workshops/events/seminars

Chin, P. A. (2007) seminar on WebPA, University of Hull, UK.


In addition, the WebPA project team have run the following three events at which members of the project team and users have all presented:


User group meeting (2008) Conference Aston, Aston University, UK.

Peer assessment, Physical Sciences Centre, Engineering Subject Centre, WebPA project, January 2009, Manchester Conference.
Conferences
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